Background {#Sec1}
==========

The recognition of functional sites within the genome is one of the most important problems in Bioinformatics research. Determining where different functional sites, such as the promoters, translation start sites, translation initiation sites (TISs), donors, acceptors and stop codons, are located provides useful information for many tasks. For instance, the recognition of translation initiation sites, donor, acceptors and stop codons \[[@CR1]\] is a basic in any program developed to perform a gene recognition task. Most current gene structure prediction programs start with a site recognition step \[[@CR2]\] and, once putative sites have been discovered, they try to combine them into meaningful gene structures. It is evident that this site recognition step is crucial as, in most cases, if the sites for a gene are not identified that gene will no longer be considered by the program. On the other hand, if many false positives are detected it is likely that the gene recognition program performance would be seriously damaged. State-of-the-art site recognizers use complex classifiers, namely support vector machines (SVMs), and medium upstream and downstream sequences from the putative sites \[[@CR1], [@CR3]--[@CR5]\].

Recent approaches \[[@CR2]\] for human gene recognition also make use of the information available for other species to improve the recognition of the functional sites. However, the combination is carried out in a heuristic way. The species used for comparison are arbitrarily chosen, using the widely assumed hypothesis that we must consider moderately distant evolutionary relatives. Furthermore, the classifiers used for recognition of the sites in each species are also arbitrarily chosen. The best classifiers are usually chosen without considering the relevant topic of classifier diversity \[[@CR6]\] which is crucial in any combination of learners \[[@CR7]\]. It is unlikely that such a process would produce the best possible result. Due to the large number of available species and the large number of different classifiers that can be applied to make use of such information, a systematic method for obtaining the best possible combination is highly desirable.

In this work, we propose a principled approach in which we can consider as many different sources of evidence as available and use as many different classifiers as needed. A rapid validation process constructs a near-optimal combination that achieves a better performance than any of its members. To obtain a method that can be scaled up to as many sources of information as needed, we use a greedy stepwise approach. Two alternatives are designed, one based in a constructive approach beginning with an empty model and another based on a destructive approach beginning with a model considering all available sources of evidence. Then, a stepwise procedure is applied until no further improvement is observed in the obtained model. From the point of view of Machine Learning, these two approaches are usually named as forward selection and backward elimination respectively.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Our aim is to develop a methodology for combining tens or even hundreds of classifiers for site recognition. From a machine learning perspective, such a problem is usually approached differently depending on the computational cost of the available solutions. The optimum approach is the exhaustive evaluation of all possible combinations of classifiers. However, if we have *N* trained classifiers, the number of possible combinations is 2^*N*^−1, which is prohibitive even for moderate values of *N*. Thus, we must resort to optimization algorithms that will perform a guided search in the space of possible solutions. For the problem of finding the optimal solution, any of the many metaheuristics available in the machine learning literature, such as evolutionary computation \[[@CR8]\], particle swarm optimization \[[@CR9]\], ant colonies \[[@CR10]\] or differential evolution \[[@CR11]\], could be used. However, all of these methodologies require the repetitive evaluation of many solutions to achieve their optimization goal. In the problem of site recognition, the evaluation of a possible solution is a costly process due to the large datasets involved. Thus, these metaheuristics are not feasible.

To avoid the computational cost of these metaheuristics, we developed a different approach. We used a stepwise greedy approach in both a constructive and a destructive way, which requires evaluating significantly fewer solutions. The process for obtaining the best combination of classifiers for different species is composed of two main stages: training stage and validation stage. Before starting the learning process, we need the training datasets, the testing dataset and the validation dataset. Without loss of generality and to provide the necessary focus for our description, we will use here the same setup of the reported experiments below. We will address the problem of site recognition in the human genome. To solve this problem, we will use as a test set the sites of a certain chromosome, *C*. The training set will be all the remaining human chromosomes and the genomes of all the species we want. As validation, we will chose one of the human chromosomes in the training set, *V*, and remove it from the training set.

For the training stage, we select as many species as could be useful for our problem. We need not select the most appropriate ones because the stepwise validation stage will discard the useless classifiers. Once we have selected the set of species whose genomes we are going to use, we train as many classifiers as we want from those species. For every organism, we can train different classifiers, such as support vector machines (SVMs), neural networks (NNs), decision trees (DTs), the *k*-Nearest Neighbor (*k*-NN) rule or the same classifier methods with different parameters. Because the validation stage can consider hundreds of classifiers, any method of potential interest can be used. Again, the validation stage will remove unneeded classifiers.

Once we have the trained classifiers, we will perform the validation stage, whose aim is to obtain the best possible combination of classifiers. For that purpose, we designed two different approaches. Both of these approaches are stepwise greedy approaches. We developed a constructive incremental approach and a destructive decremental approach. In the incremental approach, we begin by evaluating all the classifiers in the validation set *V*. The best one, *c*~1~, is added to the set of selected classifiers, which was empty. Then, the evaluation is conducted again using *c*~1~ together with all the remaining classifiers. The best combination is chosen, and a second classifier, *c*~2~, is added. The process is repeated until the addition of a new classifier does not improve the validation accuracy. The constructive method is depicted in Algorithm 1.

For the destructive approach, we start with a model with all the available classifiers, *n*, {*c*~1~,*c*~2~,...,*c*~*n*~}. One by one, every classifier is removed from the set, and the set is reevaluated using the validation set. If all of the classifiers have a positive effect on the validation accuracy, the process is stopped. Otherwise, the worst performing classifier is removed and the process is repeated until the stop criterion is met. The destructive method is depicted in Algorithm 2.

Another issue must be considered for our approach. We must determine how the different classifiers are combined. In the machine learning literature, combining different sources of evidence for a classification problem is a common task \[[@CR12]\]. Although various sophisticated methods have been developed for combining many classifiers \[[@CR13]--[@CR16]\], in a practical sense, none of them are able to beat the simpler methods on a regular basis. Thus, we have considered three commonly used simple methods to combine the classifiers: sum of outputs, majority voting and maximum output. These methods are fairly straightforward. The combination using the sum of outputs simply adds together the outputs of all the models. The majority voting scheme counts the classification given by every model and outputs the most common case. The maximum approach uses only the classifier whose output has the highest absolute value.

For these three methods to be useful, we must consider the different ranges of their outputs and the different optimal decision thresholds of the five classification method we will use. To account for the different ranges, all the outputs of the methods were scaled to the interval \[−1,1\]. To account for the different thresholds, we obtain the optimal threshold for each method, *th*~*otpimal*~, by cross-validation and we obtain the effective output of every classifier, which is given by *y*−*th*~*opimal*~, where *y* is the actual output of the classifier.

With the three combination methods and the two stepwise algorithms, we have for any performance measure selected six different combinations of models. For any recognition task and any performance measure, we will obtain these six models and return as a final result of our methodology the best combination in terms of cross-validation performance.

Experimental setup {#Sec3}
------------------

To test our model, we chose the human genome together with other 20 species. Our aim was to test whether any species, regardless of its closeness with the human genome, could be useful. The following species were considered:^1^ Anolis carolinensis (AC), Bos primigenius taurus (BT), Caenorhabditis elegans (CE), Callithrix jacchus (CJ), Canis lupus familiaris (CLF), Danio rerio (DR), Drosophila melanogaster (DM), Equus caballus (EC), Ficedula albicollis (FA), Gallus gallus (GG), Homo sapiens (HS), Macaca mulatta (MaM), Monodelphis domestica (MD), Mus musculus (MM), Ornithorhynchus anatinus (OA), Oryctolagus cuniculus (OC), Pan troglodytes (PT), Rattus norvegicus (RN), Schistosoma mansoni (SM), Sus scrofa (SS) and Takifugu rubripes (TR). These genomes were selected to have a wide variety of organisms whose genomes are fully annotated.

We also used annotated mRNA sequences of Bos taurus (BT.RNA), Danio rerio (DR.RNA), Homo sapiens (HS.RNA), Mus musculus (MM.RNA), Rattus norvegicus (RN.RNA), Sus scrofa (SS.RNA) and Xenopus tropicalis (XT.RNA). Such sequences were screened from RefSeq mRNA curated records downloaded from NCBI RefSeq ftp (<ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/>) (Last updated: November 17, 2014). The species-specific RefSeq directories provide a cumulative set of records for transcripts and proteins for those species. Records with no annotation for start or stop codons were eliminated. For every training set, regardless of the species, we removed the genes that were shared with the test chromosome for all the training datasets.

Five classifiers were trained from every dataset: the stop codon method \[[@CR17]\], a decision tree, a *k*-nearest neighbor rule, a positional weight matrix and a support vector machine with a string kernel. The parameters for every classifier were obtained using 10-fold cross-validation. For learning the classification models we used random-undersampling, for validation and testing the datasets were used unmodified. Thus, a total of 140 models were trained for every dataset.

Another key parameter of the learning process is the window around the functional site that is used to train the classifiers. The value of the window for each classifier was obtained by cross-validation. We tested the performance of the following windows: \[−100,0\], \[−75,25\], \[−50,0\], \[−50,50\], \[−25,0\], \[−25,25\], \[−25,75\], \[−10,15\], \[−10,40\], \[−10,90\], \[0,25\], \[0,50\] and \[0,100\]. For each trained classifier, the best window was chosen. For the stop codon method, we used the additional window values of \[0,200\], \[0,300\], \[0,400\] and \[0,500\] for TIS recognition and the window values of \[−200,0\], \[−300,0\], \[−400,0\] and \[−500,0\] for stop codon recognition.

Our approach was evaluated using human chromosomes 1, 3, 13, 19 and 21 for testing and human chromosome 16 for validation. These datasets are shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. We used all TISs and stop codons of the CCDS Update Released for Human of September 7, 2011. This update uses Human NCBI build 37.3 and includes a total of 26,473 CCDS IDs that correspond to 18,471 GeneIDs. Table 1Random undersampling was used for training; thus, the number of negative instances was equal to the number of positive instancesDatasetTraining dataTesting dataPositives/NegativesPositivesNegativesChr. 1TIS17,63821568,074,590STOP17,404215423,573,031Chr. 3TIS18,63111637,291,951STOP18,444111421,522,500Chr. 13TIS19,4543403,664,164STOP19,22533310,878,302Chr. 19TIS18,38314111,698,891STOP18,13614224,665,804Chr. 21TIS19,5612331,303,634STOP19,5582373,726,959

As SVMs with weighted degree (WD) kernel has consistently proven to be the best state-of-the-art method for site-recognition \[[@CR5], [@CR18]\] we chose this method as our baseline approach. To assure a fair comparison, we considered not only these methods but also all others used in classifiers. Then, for every experiment, we compared our approach to the best performing method in terms of validation performance. In fact, SVM with WD kernel was always the best individual classifier. Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the hyperparameters used to train the classification models. Table 2Hyperparameters for the different classifiers. For all of them random undersampling \[[@CR23]\] was usedClassifierInputsHyperparametersDecision treesRaw sequencePruned treesPosition weight matrixRaw sequenceNoneStop codon methodRaw sequenceNoneSupport vectorRaw sequence*C*∈{1,10,100,100},*d*∈{12,24}machinesk nearest neighborRaw sequenceHamming distance, *k*∈\[1,100\]

To evaluate the obtained classifiers, we used the standard measures for imbalanced data. Given the number of true positives (TP), false positives (FP), true negatives (TN) and false negatives (FN), we used the sensitivity, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$G-\text {mean} = \sqrt {Sp \cdot Sn}$\end{document}$, will be our first classification metric. As a second measure, we used the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (auROC). However, auROC is independent of class ratios, and it can be less meaningful when we have very unbalanced datasets \[[@CR5]\]. In such cases, area under the precision recall curve (auPRC) can be used. This measure is especially relevant if we are mainly interested in the positive class. However, it can be very sensitive to subsampling. In our results, we use all the positive and negative instances for each of the five chromosomes tested, so no subsampling is used. This also yields small auPRC values.

We use these three metrics because they provide two different views of the performance of the classifiers. The auROC and auPRC values describe the general behavior of the classifier. However, when used in practice, we must establish a threshold for the classification of a query pattern. *G*-mean provides the required snapshot of the performance of the classifier when we set the required threshold.

Results and discussion {#Sec4}
======================

As stated, we performed experiments for the recognition of TISs and stop codons to provide the necessary focus. However, our approach is applicable to any recognition task. The experiments had two different objectives. We wanted to know which species were more useful for the recognition of the two functional sites. We challenged the general heuristic method of selecting a species based on biological considerations alone. We also wanted to compare the results using our method with the standard procedure of selecting the best performing model, which is the common approach in the literature. In the following two sections, we discuss the results for TIS and stop codon recognition.

Results for TIS recognition {#Sec5}
---------------------------

One of the advantages of our approach is that we can optimize for the performance measure that we are interested in, which can be the *G*-mean, the auROC, the auPRC or any other measure useful for our application. Thus, we conducted our experiments using three performance measures: *G*-mean, auROC and auPRC. The first relevant result is that the combination of best models obtained for each measure was different. This means that, depending on the aim of the work, different combinations of classifiers are needed.

For each of the five studied chromosomes, we obtained three different combinations of models, each optimized for one of the three measures mentioned above. As a general rule, the constructive method always outperformed the destructive method. The latter always obtained combinations of many more models that exhibited over-fitting and worse performance. It is also interesting to note the homogeneous behavior across the different chromosomes. For all of the five chromosomes, the combination that achieved the best results was the sum for auROC and auPRC and majority for *G*-mean. The combination based on the maximum output was never the best-performing one. In this latter combination method, the effect of a bad classifier was too harmful to obtain good performance. In this paper, for brevity's sake, only the best models are reported.

Once we established the best stepwise method and the best combination, we examined the results in terms of the species involved in the best combinations. Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} shows the models selected for the best combination for each measure and each chromosome. Regardless of the optimized measure, there was only one species that never appeared in the best combination: CE. This result indicates that, although the contribution of certain species is more relevant than others, the information of many genomes was useful for the prediction of human TISs, even those species that are very distant relatives of humans. Another interesting result is the fact that, for the three different measures, auROC, auPRC and *G*-mean, the obtained combinations of models were quite different. This result indicates that we must consider our aims before designing our classifier. In most previous works, that is not taken into account. Table 3The table shows the models selected for all methods and the five studied chromosomes for TIS recognitionCEACDMOAHSOCBTChrom.Obj.\#SCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPW1auROC8auPRC29XXXXXG23auROC8auPRC33XXXXXXG213auROC7XauPRC28XXXXXG219auROC7auPRC27XXXG221auROC8auPRC31XXXXXG2CJFAECCLFGGMDSMChrom.Obj.\#SCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPW1auROC8XXauPRC29XXXXXXG23auROC8XXXauPRC33XXXXXXXG213auROC7XXauPRC28XXXXXXXG219auROC7XauPRC27XXXXXXXXXG221auROC8XXXauPRC31XXXXXXXXXXXG2MMDRMaMTRPTSSRNChrom.Obj.\#SCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPW1auROC8XXXauPRC29XXXXXXXXXG2XX3auROC8XXauPRC33XXXXXXXXXXXXG2XX13auROC7XXXauPRC28XXXXXXXXG2X19auROC7XXXXauPRC27XXXXXXXXXG2XX21auROC8XXauPRC31XXXXXXXXG2XXBT.RNADR.RNAHS.RNAMM.RNARN.RNASS.RNAXT.RNAChrom.Obj.\#SCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPW1auROC8XXXauPRC29XXXXXXXXXG23auROC8XXXauPRC33XXXXXXXXG213auROC7XXauPRC28XXXXXXXXG2X19auROC7XXauPRC27XXXXXXXXG221auROC8XXXauPRC31XXXXXXXXXG2S stands for stop codon method, C for C4.5, K for *k*-NN, P for PWM and W for a SVM with a WD string kernel

Regarding the classification models, PWM was never chosen. The stop codon method was chosen for EC and SM. The decision tree trained with the C4.5 algorithm was selected several times, but the *k*-NN rule and the SVM with a string kernel were the most frequently selected methods. The case of *k*-NN is remarkable as it is not usually used for this task \[[@CR1], [@CR17], [@CR19], [@CR20]\]. It appears that the diversity that *k*-NN introduced in the models was useful for the overall performance of the combinations, despite of the fact that *k*-NN alone showed worse performance than an SVM alone. In classifier ensembles literature \[[@CR6]\] is already stated that classifier diversity is a desired feature for improving the performance of the ensemble. Thus, the diversity introduced by these models might be the reason of their inclusion in the best combination. EC, CLF, MaM and PT were the species most frequently chosen. It is interesting to note that HS was seldom used.

With respect to the three different objectives, optimizing the *G*-mean showed the most stable results. For the five chromosomes, the selected models were always the SVM method for MaM and PT. For auROC, seven or eight models were selected. The SVM method was always chosen for MaM and PT, but the remaining methods and species depended on the chromosome. This is another interesting result because most TIS recognition programs mainly rely on common models for any task. Finally, for auPRC, significantly more models were selected, from 27 to 33, with a significant variation between the chromosomes. Here, the large number of negative samples made this task harder than optimizing the other two criteria.

The next step was to compare the performances of our approach and the standard method of choosing the best performing classifier. Overall results for TIS recognition problem for the five studied human chromosomes is shown in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. A first conclusion is that the stepwise method was able to improve the standard approach for all three measures and all five chromosomes. The improvements in auROC, auPRC and *G*-mean are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The table also shows the ability of our approach to find the combination in a reasonably short time. In the worst case only 3708 seconds are needed. Fig. 1Improvement for TIS recognition. The figure shows the improvement of our approach with respect to the standard approach of using the best performing classifierTable 4The table shows the specificity (Sp), sensitivity (Sn), true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false negatives (FN), false positives (FP) and area under the ROC and PRC curves (auROC/PRC) as well as the time needed for obtaining the best combination for all methods and the five studied chromosomes for TIS recognitionChromosomeObjectiveMethodCombinationauROCauPRCGSpSnTPFNTNFP\#modelsTime (s)Chr. 1-Std-0.94730.09290.84300.95280.745816085487,693,177381,413\--auROCConsSum**0.9820**0.15290.88930.98740.801017274297,972,989101,60181555auPRCConsSum0.9669**0.1859**0.83260.98590.703215166407,960,941113,649293436GConsMajority0.94450.0074**0.9353**0.95990.911419651917,750,802323,7882572Chr. 3-Std-0.93340.08310.83350.95840.72488433206,988,324303,627\--auROCConsSum**0.9761**0.14490.84580.99290.72068383257,240,06051,89181807auPRCConsSum0.9596**0.1762**0.78910.99200.62777304337,233,28658,665333708GConsMajority0.93150.0049**0.9238**0.96640.883110271367,046,822245,1292696Chr. 13-Std-0.95060.08440.86920.94790.7971271693,473,147191,017\--auROCConsSum**0.9778**0.13470.84290.99400.7147243973,642,33321,83171348auPRCConsSum0.9692**0.1608**0.79240.99290.63242151253,638,15526,009283280GConsMajority0.94830.0038**0.9385**0.96300.9147311293,528,645135,5192476Chr. 19-Std-0.94560.12770.87270.90680.839811852261,540,551158,340\--auROCConsSum**0.9716**0.17260.88760.96910.812911472641,646,33752,55471510auPRCConsSum0.9575**0.2048**0.85340.96570.754110643471,640,62858,263273269GConsMajority0.94360.0181**0.9346**0.95550.914212901211,623,27175,6202473Chr. 21-Std-0.93530.07260.84090.94150.7511175581,227,42976,205\--auROCConsSum**0.9809**0.12990.86120.98750.7511175581,287,37716,25781526auPRCConsSum0.9670**0.1635**0.82010.98570.6824159741,284,99118,643313352GConsMajority0.93620.0043**0.9271**0.95820.8970209241,249,12254,5122288The results of our method for the three different evaluation measures are shown in boldface

The differences were significant. For *G*-mean, in the worst case, the improvement was 6.19 %, and in the best case, it was 9.23 %. For auPPRC, the results were even better, from 7.64 to 9.31 %. For auROC, the improvement was less significant, but it still ranged from 2.60 to 4.56 %.

Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} shows the relative improvement of our approach in terms of the numbers of true positive, false negatives, true negatives and false positives. In the table, we can see how our approach was able to improve the false negative results for the case with least improvement by 46 % and for the case with largest improvement by 65 %. Most of the programs for gene recognition used nowadays include a first step of TIS recognition. From that step the corresponding methods are used to obtain the whole gene structure prediction. A gene whose TIS is missed by this step would be completely ignored by those program. Thus, the proposed method as it improves the TIS recognition accuracy would be able to improve the performance of any of these gene recognition programs. Table 5Relative improvement for true positives, false negatives, true negatives and false positive of our approach over the best method for TIS recognitionChromosomeTrueFalseTrueFalsepositivenegativenegativepositiveChr. 122.20 %65.15 %0.75 %15.11 %Chr. 321.83 %57.50 %0.84 %19.27 %Chr. 1314.76 %57.97 %1.60 %29.05 %Chr. 198.86 %46.46 %5.37 %52.24 %Chr. 2119.43 %58.62 %1.77 %28.47 %

Furthermore, our method was also able to improve the false positive rate, from 15 to 52 % depending on the chromosome. This is a significant reduction in the number of putative TIS that are fed to any gene recognition system so a significant improvement in its accuracy might also be expected. This would be especially true when the large amount of false positives found by the standard approach is an actual problem for any automatic annotation system. We must bear in mind that any wrong putative TIS may end in a false gene being recognized.

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} also shows the improvement of our approach with respect to the standard method for auROC and auPRC measures.^2^ Figures [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} display the ROC and PRC curves for all the described datasets. The figures show that our approach obtained a better shaped curve in all cases and for both measures. This is interesting as it means that regardless of the classification threshold set our method would always beat the standard approach. Fig. 2ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 1. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 1Fig. 3ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 3. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 3Fig. 4ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 13. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 13Fig. 5ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 19. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 19Fig. 6ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 21. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for TIS prediction for chromosome 21

Results for stop codon recognition {#Sec6}
----------------------------------

As previously stated we also addressed the problem of stop codon prediction. From the point of view of performance considerations stop codon recognition is a harder problem than TIS prediction. For TIS prediction we have only a codon to consider, for STOP codon three different codons could be a stop codon, thus the number of putative stop codons is multiplied by three, making the problem more imbalanced and difficult. As an example, the best current method found more than six million false positive stop codons for the five tested human chromosomes. Any program for gene recognition would be very negatively affected by such huge number of wrong putative stop codons. However, this also means that the possibilities for improving the performance of the current methods for this problem are higher.

As stated, one of the advantages of our approach is that we can optimize for the performance measure we are interested in, whether it is *G*-mean, auROC, auPRC or any other useful metric. Thus, as for TIS recognition, we carried out experiments using three performance measures: *G*-mean, auROC and auPRC. Again we found that the combination of best models obtained for each measure was different. In fact, more variation was found for stop codons than for TIS recognition.

For each of the five studied chromosomes, we obtained three different combinations of models, each one aiming at optimization of one of the three measures mentioned above. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the models selected for the best combination for each measure and each chromosome. As it did for TIS recognition, the constructive method always outperformed the destructive method. The latter always obtained combinations of more models that yielded to over-fitting and worse performance. It is also interesting to note the homogeneous behavior across the different chromosomes. For all five chromosomes, the combination that achieved the best results was the sum for auROC and auPRC and the majority for *G*-mean. There was only one exception, the best combination method for *G*-mean for chromosome 13 was the maximum. However, the combination based on the maximum output was the best-performing method just for this one case. In this latter combination method, the effect of a bad classifier was too harmful to obtain good performance. In this paper, for brevity's sake, only the best models are reported. Table 6The table shows the models selected for all methods and the five studied chromosomes for stop codon recognitionCEACDMOAHSOCBTChrom.Obj.\#SCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPW1auROC4auPRC22XXG23auROC4auPRC10XXXG4X13auROC5auPRC20XXG6X19auROC5auPRC15XXXXG221auROC4auPRC18XG2CJFAECCLFGGMDSMChrom.Obj.\#SCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPW1auROC4XauPRC22XXXG23auROC4XauPRC10G4XX13auROC5XXXauPRC20XXXXXG6X19auROC5XXauPRC15XXXG221auROC4XauPRC18XG20MMDRMaMTRPTSSRNChrom.Obj.\#SCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPW1auROC4XXauPRC22XXXXXXXXXG2XX3auROC4XXauPRC10XXXXG4X13auROC5XXauPRC20XXXXXXXG6XX19auROC5XXauPRC15XXXG2XX21auROC4XXauPRC18XXXXXXG2XXBT.RNADR.RNAHS.RNAMM.RNARN.RNASS.RNAXT.RNAChrom.Obj.\#SCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPWSCKPW1auROC4XauPRC22XXXXXXXXG23auROC4XauPRC10XXXG413auROC5XauPRC20XXXXXG6X19auROC5XauPRC15XXXXXXG221auROC4XauPRC18XXXXXXXXXXG2S stands for stop codon method, C for C4.5, K for *k*-NN, P for PWM and W for a SVM with a WD string kernel

Regardless of the optimized measure, there were a few species that never appeared in the best combination: AC, DM, FA, GG, SM, and DR. As was the case for TIS recognition, although the contributions of certain species were more relevant than others, the information from many genomes was useful for the prediction of human stop codons, even those species with a large distance from the human genome. It is interesting to note that classifiers trained on the human genome were used just once and for mRNA HS sequences only four times. The analysis of the behavior showed that the information found in the human genome was redundant after a few other species were added and then its inclusion did not improve the overall performance.

For the three different measures, auROC, auPRC and *G*-mean, the obtained combinations of models are quite different. That means that we must consider which our aim before designing our classifier. This same behavior was observed for TIS recognition. However, here the situation is less stable, with more variations among chromosomes.

Regarding the classification models, PWM was never chosen. The stop codon method was chosen for several species, specially for mRNA sequences. The decision tree trained with the C4.5 algorithm was selected several times, but the *k*-NN rule and the SVM method with a string kernel were the most frequently selected methods. These results are similar to the ones obtained for TIS recognition.

With respect to the three different objectives, optimizing the *G*-mean showed the most stable results. For the five chromosomes, the SVM method for MaM and PT was always selected, with the exception of chromosome 3. However, additional models were selected for each chromosome that varied from one to annother. Surprisingly, CE was selected for chromosome 3, despite its large evolutionary distance to human. This result supports the idea that selecting the genomes in an intuitive way is not optimal. For auROC, four or five models were always selected, although not the same models for every chromosome. The SVM method for MaM and PT was always chosen, but the remaining methods depended on the chromosome. This is another interesting result because most stop codon recognition programs rely on common models for any task. Finally, for auPRC, significantly more models were selected, from 10 to 22, with a significant variation between the chromosomes.

The next step was to compare the performances of our approach and the standard method of choosing the best performing classifier. A summary of the results for stop codon recognition of the five studies chromosomes is shown in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. The first interesting result is that the proposed approach beat the standard approach for all measures and all chromosomes. The improvements in auROC, auPRC and *G*-mean are shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Again, our approach was reasonably fast, in the worst case 9702 seconds were needed to obtain the best combination. Fig. 7Improvement for stop codon recognition. The figure shows the improvement of our approach with respect to the standard approach of using the best performing classifierTable 7The table shows the specificity (Sp), sensitivity (Sn), true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false negatives (FN), false positives (FP) and area under the ROC and PRC curves (auROC/PRC) as well as the time needed for obtaining the best combination for all methods and the five studied chromosomes for stop codon recognitionChromosomeObjectiveMethodCombinationauROCauPRCGSpSnTPFNTNFP\#modelsTime(s)Chr. 1-Std-0.92800.01420.84870.89420.8055173541921,077,9322,495,099\--auROCConsSum**0.9705**0.03680.88680.97070.8101174540922,882,052690,97944818auPRCConsSum0.9522**0.0525**0.81650.97620.6829147168323,011,801561,230229702GConsMajority0.93070.0013**0.9207**0.94260.8993193721722,218,8921,354,13921223Chr. 3-Std-0.92330.00830.82560.91590.744282928519,711,8891,810,611\--auROCConsSum**0.9720**0.02620.89590.96760.829492419020,826,101696,39944,094auPRCConsSum0.9421**0.0297**0.78100.97350.626669841620,951,286571,214108019GConsMajority0.95840.0015**0.9128**0.94620.880698113320,364,3971,158,10341719Chr. 13-Std-0.91850.00710.81500.91030.7297243909,902,079976,223\--auROCConsSum**0.9585**0.01560.88170.97330.79882666710,587,495290,80754542auPRCConsSum0.9392**0.0311**0.76040.98240.588619613710,687,114191,188209136GConsMajority0.95020.0106**0.8878**0.95450.82582755810,383,296495,00661619Chr. 19-Std-0.93280.03790.85150.86640.836811902324,042,574623,230\--auROCConsSum**0.9731**0.08430.91600.93350.898712781444,355,655310,14953878auPRCConsSum0.9557**0.1119**0.87870.92500.834711872354,316,077349,727158806GConsMajority0.93460.0026**0.9169**0.90020.93391328944,199,984465,8202856Chr. 21-Std-0.88900.00830.77780.91910.6582156813,425,375301,584-auROCConsSum**0.9674**0.03830.87970.96540.8017190473,597,983128,97642379auPRCConsSum0.9455**0.0382**0.79700.97130.6540155823,620,079106,880188134GConsMajority0.91990.0007**0.9087**0.93200.8861210273,473,463253,4962507The results of our method for the three different evaluation measures are shown in boldface

The differences were significant. For *G*-mean, in the worst case, the improvement was 6.54 %, and in the best case, it was 13.09 %. For auPPRC, the results showed an improvement from 2.14 to 7.40 %. For auROC, the improvement was also significant, ranging from 4.00 to 7.84 %.

Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} shows the relative improvement of our approach in terms of true positives, false negatives, true negatives and false positives. From the table, we can see how our approach was able to improve the false negative results in the worst case by 35 % and in the best case by 66 %. This is a relevant reduction, as many of the current gene recognition programs rely on the classification of stop codons; therefore, it is very likely that the genes whose stop codon is not correctly predicted would be missed by the gene recognizer or at least wrongly predicted. Table 8Relative improvement for true positives, false negatives, true negatives and false positive of our approach over the best method for stop codon recognitionChromosomeTrueFalseTrueFalsepositivenegativenegativepositiveChr.111.64 %48.21 %5.41 %45.73 %Chr. 318.34 %53.33 %3.31 %36.04 %Chr. 1313.17 %35.56 %4.86 %49.29 %Chr. 1911.60 %59.48 %3.89 %25.26 %Chr. 2134.62 %66.67 %1.40 %15.95 %

Furthermore, our method was also able to improve the true negative rate, from 1 to 5 % depending on the chromosome. Therefore, any annotation system that uses our approach would have a significantly reduced set of putative TISs and better expected performance. This is especially true when a large amount of false positives is found the by the standard approach, which is an actual problem for any automatic annotation system.

The improvements for auROC and auPRC values are also shown in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. The actual ROC and PRC curves are shown in Figs. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} and [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}. These figures show that our approach improved the auROC and auPRC for all five studied chromosomes. These results demonstrate that the overall performance of the proposed method was better than the performance of best model. The actual ROC and PRC curves shown in Figs. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} and [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} show that the curves corresponding to our proposal are always above the curves of the best model. This indicates better performance for all the possible thresholds of classification. Fig. 8ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 1. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 1Fig. 9ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 3. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 3Fig. 10ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 13. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 13Fig. 11ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 19. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 19Fig. 12ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 21. The figure shows the ROC/PRC curves for stop codon prediction for chromosome 21

Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} also shows the improvement of our approach with respect to the standard method for auROC and auPRC measures. Figures [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}, and [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} display the ROC and PRC curves for all the described datasets. The figures show that our approach obtained a better shaped curve in all cases and for both measures. This is interesting as it means that regardless of the classification threshold set our method would always beat the standard approach and that indicates improved performance for any given threshold.

As a final comparison, we performed a Wilcoxon test to compare the results of our approach as the best current method for both TIS and stop codon prediction. we used the Wilcoxon test for comparing pairs of algorithms. We chose this test because it assumes limited commensurability and is safer than parametric tests, because it does not assume normal distributions or homogeneity of variance. Furthermore, empirical results \[[@CR21]\] show that this test is also stronger than other tests. The *p*-value of the test was of 0.005062 for the three evaluation measures, auROC, auPRC and *G*-mean. This means that our approach beat the standard one at a confidence level of 99 %.

Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

In this paper, we presented a new approach for functional site recognition in genomic sequences. The approach consists of a stepwise procedure that can combine tens or hundreds of classifiers trained on different sequences and using genomic information from different species. The approach is rapid and can be used for the recognition of any type of functional site. Our method substitutes the current approach of selecting the species to be used heuristically based on biological considerations. Our results have proven that that methodology is suboptimal because species that are not considered in previous works have been shown useful in our experiments.

Although we have focused our experiments on the case of the combination of multiple species, we can also use the proposed approach for combining classifiers trained on different sequences of the same species, or classifiers trained using different parameters or learning procedures.

Furthermore, with our method, we can optimize any measure we are interested in. For instance, in the reported experiments, we have shown how we can focus on the optimization of *G*-mean, auROC or auPRC measures. The results have shown that the combination of classifiers that optimizes each one of these measures can be very different, supporting our separate approach.

To provide the necessary focus, we restrict the experimental study of our method to TIS and stop codon recognition. The reported results show that the proposed method exhibits improved sensitivity, specificity, auROC and auPRC compared with the standard approach of using the best available classifier. The results show a remarkable improvement in the *G*-mean, auROC and auPRC measures. Most of the best state-of-the-art gene prediction systems use a first step of functional site recognition, thus as the proposed method significantly improves this site recognizers it has the potential for improving any annotation system.

Availability and supporting data {#Sec8}
================================

The data sets supporting the results of this article are available at <http://cib.uco.es/index.php/supplementary-material-for-stepwise-site-prediction>. The source code, in C and licensed under the GNU General Public License, used for all methods is also available in the same link. The code only uses GPL libraries and so it should be able to compile in any system. SVMs were programmed using the LIBSVM library \[[@CR22]\].

Endnotes {#Sec9}
========

^1^The acronyms in parentheses will be used across the paper to refer to the corresponding species.

^2^The experiment were always carried out using all the negative samples for evaluating the classification performance. For the worst case the ratio minority/majority class is almost 1:11000, thus low auPRC values are obtained by any method. Only a few thousands FPs among several millions of TNs would obtain a very low precision value. The results for stop codon recognition are worse due to a larger number of TNs sequences.
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